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High-Grade Gliomas: Diagnosis and Treatment (Current Clinical Oncology)Humana Press, 2006

	This is truly an exciting time in the field of neuro-oncology, particularly in the area of highgrade

	gliomas. The management of patients with high-grade gliomas has historically been one

	of the most challenging and disheartening fields in medicine, where failure is the rule and

	longevity is the exception. The jaded often state that...
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Clinical Neuro-Ophthalmology: A Practical GuideSpringer, 2007

	This book covers all relevant techniques of diagnosis as well as interpretations of clinical signs in Clinical Neuro-Ophthalmology. All information is highly structured, highlighting ‘definition’, ‘note’ and ‘pearl’, so that it can also be used by the physician during the patient encounter. The included...
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Decision Making Algorithms for Hydro-Power Plant Location (SpringerBriefs in Energy)Springer, 2013

	The present study has attempted to apply the advantage of neuro-genetic algorithms for optimal decision making in maximum utilization of natural resources. Hydro-power is one of the inexpensive, but a reliable source of alternative energy which is foreseen as the possible answer to the present crisis in the energy sector. However, the major...
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Vertigo and Dizziness: Common ComplaintsSpringer, 2013

	Vertigo and Dizziness: Common Complaints, Second Edition revises and updates the first edition to reflect the advances that have taken place in this field.


	Valid epidemiological studies are now available on the prevalence and incidence of these illnesses. There have been improvements in diagnostic criteria and important new...
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Neuro Web Design: What Makes Them Click? (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2009
“While you’re reading Neuro Web Design, you’ll probably find yourself thinking ‘I already knew that…’ a lot. But when you’re finished, you’ll discover that your ability to create effective web sites has mysteriously improved. A brilliant idea for a book, and very nicely done.”
—...
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Using Your Brain--For a Change: Neuro-Linguistic ProgrammingReal People, 1985

	How often have you heard the phrase, "She has a bright future" or, "He has a colorful past"? Expressions like these are more than metaphors. They are precise descriptions of the speaker's internal thinking, and these descriptions are the key to learning how to change your own experience in useful ways. For instance,...
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Common Neuro-Ophthalmic Pitfalls: Case-Based Teaching (Cambridge Medicine)Cambridge University Press, 2009
If you have already bought this book, you made the right choice. If you are just browsing through it and trying to decide whether to buy it, you must be tempted. Go ahead – you will not be disappointed.

This is the work of two gifted clinicians. With deep credentials in academic neuro-ophthalmology and frequent performances on the...
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Meditation - Neuroscientific Approaches and Philosophical Implications (Studies in Neuroscience, Consciousness and Spirituality)Springer, 2013

	This volume features a collection of essays on consciousness, which has become one of the hot topics at the crossroads between neuroscience, philosophy, and religious studies. Is consciousness something the brain produces? How can we study it? Is there just one type of consciousness or are there different states that can be discriminated? Are...
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Bioimaging in Neurodegeneration (Contemporary Neuroscience)Humana Press, 2005

	Bioimaging is in the forefront of medicine for the diagnosis and helps to predict the progression of AD via mild cognitive treatment of neurodegenerative disease. Conventional magnetic impairment (MCI) studies. resonance imaging (MRI) uses interactive external magnetic fields Novel neuroimaging technologies, such as neuromolecular and...
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Computational Intelligence in Fault Diagnosis (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2006
Presenting the latest developments and research results on fault diagnosis approaches using computational intelligence methodologies, this book opens with a review of the state-of-the-art before focusing on various theoretical aspects of computational intelligence methodologies applied to real-world fault diagnosis problems.

Chapters...
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NeurosurgerySpringer, 2004

	This book provides coverage of a broad range of topics in the ?eld of neurosurgery, 5 for residents and registrars in training and for recent graduates of training programs. 6 As neurosurgical training incorporates expertise from centers worldwide, there is a 7 need to have input from specialists in neurosurgery from various countries. This...
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Neuro-Ophthalmology: Neuronal Control of Eye Movements (Developments in Ophthalmology, Vol. 40)Karger, 2007

	All motor behavior is characterized by sensory inputs causing specific motor reactions. Because humans modify motor reactions voluntarily or through experience, this input-output relation is more complex in humans than in lower vertebrates. Eye movements provide a window on fundamental brain function, not only for topographic diagnosis of...
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